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18:40 KEMPTON (A.W.),  6f 

32red Casino Median Auction Maiden Stakes (Class 5) (3YO to 5YO) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (6) 3400/0-0 MOLLYOW (IRE) 27 
ch f Iceman - Corryvreckan

4 9 - 5h1 H Poulton (7)
T T Clement

47

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow epaulets, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap
Timeform says: Low-grade maiden who is easy enough to swerve after dismal start for new
yard at Lingfield last month for all she probably didn't stay 1¼m that day. Hood and blinkers
now tried.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

2 (3) 0-7 BUCKLEY BOY 27 
b g Araafa - Waseyla

3 8 - 10 Charles Eddery (5)
K F Clutterbuck

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, maroon sleeves, light blue and maroon hooped cap
Timeform says: Brother to winner in Sweden out of a winner at around 1¼m, from family of
Shiva, Limnos and Light Shift. Achieved nothing in maidens (turf and polytrack) up to 1¼m
and now having first try sprinting.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

3 (7) NOTHING'S SIMPLE 
ch g Avonbridge - Suzie Fong

3 8 - 10 Laura Pike (5)
Hugo Palmer

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, scarlet hoop, light blue sleeves, scarlet cap
Timeform says: Purchased for 19,000 euros as yearling and second foal of a once-raced
dam, herself from a very good family. Interesting to see what the market makes of him on
debut.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

4 (1) 6403-22 EL MCGLYNN (IRE) 12 BF 
b f Elnadim - Evelyn One

3 8 - 5p1 L Morris
J G M O'Shea

62

Jockey Colours: White, maroon stars, maroon sleeves, white armlets and stars on maroon cap
Timeform says: New yard have her back in form, runner-up in sprint polytrack maidens last
twice. Already had many chances, but should be thereabouts provided first-time cheekpieces
don't backfire.  (Forecast 3.50)

Notes: 

5 (4) 032-4 HEARTSONG (IRE) 13 
b f Kheleyf - Semiquaver

3 8 - 5 Martin Lane
J Gallagher

67

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow disc, emerald green sleeves, yellow spots and spots on cap
Timeform says: Placed in 6f maidens at Leicester and Nottingham in the summer. May have
needed last month's Lingfield return after 6 months off and worth another chance in a race
that shouldn't take much winning.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

6 (5) PERFECT FANTASY (IRE) 
b f Oratorio - Petite Fantasy

3 8 - 5 J P Fahy
C G Cox

-

Jockey Colours: Black and white (quartered), brown sleeves
Timeform says: Closely related to smart 6f/7f Irish winner and another scorer at 1¼m, dam
also a successful sprinter. Ticks right boxes ahead of debut, so any signs of market
confidence may prove significant.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

7 (2) 7- YARRA VALLEY 207 
b f Aussie Rules - Frambroise

3 8 - 5 J Mackay
W J Musson

-

Jockey Colours: Black and white stripes, pink cap
Timeform says: Not knocked about sole run at 2 yrs in 6f Windsor maiden in August. Stable
confidence rarely misplaced in these types of event, so the market should guide.
(Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: Any money for either of the newcomers could prove very significant, but as
things stand Heartsong looks worth another chance to redeem herself for a below-par effort on last
month's return. El McGlynn, in first-time cheekpieces, is the obvious threat after finishing runner-up the
last twice.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: HEARTSONG 
2: EL MCGLYNN 
3: PERFECT FANTASY


